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1. PURPWE. This advisory circular (AC) provides guidance material for 
acceptable means of demonstrating compliance with the requirements of fart 33 
of the Federal Aviation Regulations (FAR) relatfve to surge and 
stall characteristics and thrust response of turbine engines. These 
guidelines do not constitute a regulation and are therefore not 
mandatory. Additionally, - they are not necessarily the only means of showing 
compliance with applicable airworthiness requirements. This 
material applies to ?-arge, high bvpass ratio turbofan engines. 4 

3 c* RELATYD FA? SECTTO~?S. Part 33, Sections 33.65 and 33.73 of the WR. 

3 . BACKGROUND. 7W.s AC, relating to engine certification substantiation 
procedures, is intended to assist in establishing uniformity in the 
certification process and in the pre-certification test planning by 
defining certain terms and procedures which are in common use throughout the 
industry. 

4. DEFINITIOM l The definitions are provided to give clarity in 
understanding the intent of this AC. 

a- Engine Surge: Surge is a response of the entire engine whic)I is 
characterized by large fluctuation in engine pressures with significant Vow 
reduction or reversal in the comxession system. 

b. Engine Stall: Stall is a flow breakdown at one or more compressor 
airfoils which can cover a wide variety of pressure disturbances producing 
mild fluctuations or stable reductfons in en,eine pressure and flow. 

C. Engine Surge Margin: Surge margin is calculated from the 
quantitative difference between the value of a selected engine parameter at 
the normal steady-state operating line and the value of that parameter on the 
verge of stall. This margin is usuallv exwzessed in Dercent of compressor . . . 
pressure ratio at constant corrected flow. 3ther parameters may be used as 
long as they are clearly defined. 
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? A* The current enrine and aircraft certification voce~ures an? 
the FAR have evolved hased upon the exgeriexe of past program. Sy 
application of the current procedures, tl7e eneke is usually 
certificated pri9r to testing in the intended aircraft. This 
provides the aircraft manufacturers with a pretested poweralant unon 
which to base aircraft certification testing. 

b. In applving these nrocedures 4 to a given aircraWe2sine 
certification, chawes to the engirle or aircraft may be required to 
improve the ensine operating characteristics as part of the 
certification of the aircraft/engine combination. These changes, as 
they affect the egyine as certificated tinder ?art 33 of the ?4?, are 
handled as engineering changes to t4e eq?ine tvoe design with the 
apxoval of the Federal biviation Mainistration (F.!@J. PV 
application of these Frocedures, any undesirable installed engine 
operating characteristics that become apparent during the aircraft 
certification process are addressed. correct,ive action is then 
implemented prior to issuance of the a=Lrcraft tvoe certificate. 

CO The maximum inlet pressure distortion for which it has been 
denonstrated that Made stresses are acceptaUe and operation is free 
from hazardous surge should be included in the engine installation 
manual as a basis for establishin? comnatibilitp of the airframe 
inlet. 

6. A?PRO-4CH. 

a. Goals. r3y a combination QC tests or tests and analyses, the 
engine macturer should show that the engine characteristics are 
such t?at the engine will start and ooerate free from hazardous surge 
and wit5 sufficient t)lrust response tboughout the engine's operating 
envelme. In addition, the engine should be cartable of withstanding 
a surge at takeoff power, without structural failure, signif icant 
overtemperature, flameout, damage sufficient to preclude recovery of 
en%ine power, or damage that will leacl to subequent failure. 

h. Plans. ?rior to the initiation of engine surge and stall 
certification testing, the ew 
with a plan which outlines his 

ine 
w 

manu facturer shou Id pre Sent the FAA 
proac h to demo nstr sting camp liance 

with the reRu1ations. TMs plan should describe the engine 
confiEurati9n, engine operating requirements, component and engine 
test facilities, test procedures and analyses. This plan should 
address the determination of the starting capability and transient 
response of the engine, including transient acceleration and 
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deceleration characteristics bo9 L<th and ~<t)lotlt engine blee< acr 
and power extraction. The plan ma\' propose to use anahses, sea 
level tests or altitude tests. Ti2e ewine operating r&uirements 
should be based OII past experience kit)l similar engine tpnes, 
includirls inlet distortfon and recovery effects, since the 
performance characteristics of the engines are Dredicated on the 
efficient mat&in? of inlet and engine operating characteristics. In 
satisfying the ta'tceoff surge recovery requirement, unplanned surges 
erlcourztered during certification testiqiq, and/or surge experience b*th 
similar hardware may be considered. 

c. Analvses* Ouantitative evaluations of the estimated levels c - 
of surge margin and engine stability and response should be performed 
throughout the anticipated flight environment. A computer model of 
the engine may be used in this evaluation to augment results obtained 
by other primarv techniques, . such as engine and/or comnonent tests 
and analyses. However, Drier to acceptance of computer modeling, the 
applicant till be expected to present validation that the model has 
been successfully used to predict actual test points. The evaluation 
~511 normallv account for those factors which change engine component - 
surge lines and/or their operating lines, thus affecting engine surge 
margin and/or thrust response. ?or example, the evaluation ~111 
normally consider (hut not he limited to) the effects of: 

(1) Engine service deterioration. 

(2) Yaximum allowable combinations of compressor/turbine 
matching due to build tolerances. 

(3) Maximum allowat,le combinations of rigging tolerances for 
variable geometry, bleeds, and control functions. 

(4) Yaximun aUowable combination of sltre rates for variable 
geometry bleeds and control functions. 

(5) Mach number. 

(6) Altitude (Reynolds number effects). 

(7) Inlet distortion effects. 

(8) Ingestion of _ heavy rainfall within the operating 
envelone (Reference AC 20-124). 

(9) Ingestion of runway water under takeoff and idle po~~ 
(Reference AC 20-124). 

W) Power transients (slow to snap), such as from flight 
idle to maximum Dower. 
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The above effects can Occur both in isolatim and in combhation. 
Possible interactions should be recognized and accounted for in the 
snalysis. The rationale for including or excluding anv factor in the 
evaluation should be presented and normally supported by test or 
operational experience. 

d. Compliance Testing* Verification testing is required to 
demonstrate compliance. Since engine certificati.on generallv - 
9recedes aircraft certification, any engine compliance testing is 
Aone using generalized condit.ions that encompass the anticipated 
aircraft environment. Selection of these conditions should be based 
on the engine manufacturer's past experience and paragraph FS,C., 
Analvses. 

(1) To accomplish engine compliance testing, including 
transient operating characteristics, an appropriate combination of 
ground test, flight test, and/or the use of altitude test facilittes 
is acce73tahle. 

(2) The objective of altitude testing is to determine the 
effects of the aircraft environment. The testing procedure should 
include the fol'loting: 

(i) A auantitative determination, by ground level 
engine testinE or preferably in an altitude test facilitv, of the 
component operating line levels and the transient operating 
characteristics, includin? acceleration and deceleration. The surge, 
stall and flameout boundaries will normally be defined by test or 
test and analysis. 

(ii) The use of a computer model m other means to 
perform a quantitative analysis of the operating characteristics 
identified by the above testing and analysis over the complete 
operating envelope of the engine. .\s noted in paragraph kc., 
Analvses, a validation of the computer model will be expkted. 

(iii) The basis of this analvsis should be used to select 
altitude demonstration conditions. The $coDe of testing should 
include the range of anticipated aircraft altitude and engine bower 
lever transients. In situations wfiere the test facility precludes 
testing under some of the desired conditions, analysis should he 
performe(-I to evaluate the engine onerating: characteristics in the _a 
anticipated aircraft environment. Xowever, analysis or computer 
modelkg should not be the exclusive nethods presented for altitude 
demonstration durSng basic engine certFication. 
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(3) The car>abilitTv of - the eneine to kithstand a rotating stall 

and/or surge, deDenriing On an anticbated instability O=Icurrence during 
operation 2i takeoff DoweY, for a nerio+ 0F tine k*icF\. is require? ior 2 
crew to take corrective action, ~hdd be substantiate?. De303stratio”, 
which _ ~av he base? on instabilities occurring rluring the develODme3: 
prograq should include the ability of the engine to rmA at rated takeoff 
POwer tiithOUt exceedin lirclits follob+ne the rotating stall md/Or slrge 

and hy exarr.ination of the actual bardware. 

J Director, Pew England Region 
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